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A large chart on the front of the app lets you easily track all of your projects and their status along the way. It comes with a built-in planner and
a support chat. You can also monitor prices and release times for popular torrents. HandBrake is an app for professional-grade video editing,
backed by the creators of Handbrake. It’s also been the most popular app on the Mac App Store for four years running. uTorrent’s design is

more streamlined than before, but still less cluttered than its competitors. More text is displayed in color on the interface, while the search bar
and filters have been moved onto the left side of the app. You can still filter torrents by file type, private torrents, and magnet URIs, but the
last option has been updated to make it obvious that private torrents are excluded, and to remove the option for magnet URIs. If you have

multiple torrents running (you should, otherwise they’ll queue up), you can check the UI’s info panel to find out which one is in the background.
(The one with the most torrents currently downloading is listed first.) Up to five torrents can run simultaneously, with a maximum of 20 active

torrents total, all on different computers. You can pause and resume torrents, but a session can’t be canceled or resumed. While we’re still
waiting on a list of features planned for 1.6.0, here’s what we can say so far: Scan.io can now make mirrors of public torrent sites, much like

the one we reviewed below. The android application has been updated to bring it in line with this feature. This means you can now browse and
download torrents without signups, and will be able to continue downloading once you are signed in.
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